[The Relevance of Surgeon-performed Ultrasound For the Detection of Acute Appendicitis: a Review of the Literature and a Practical Diagnostic Algorithm].
Background The relevance of ultrasound (US) in diagnosing acute appendicitis is controversial. The validity of US in comparison with other imaging techniques, such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), is unclear, as is the difference between surgeon-performed ultrasound (SPUS) and radiologist-performed ultrasound (RPUS). On the basis of a review of current literature, our study aimed to develop a US-based algorithm to simplify the choice between additional diagnostic measures and surgery. Methods MEDLINE (PubMed®) was searched for literature published between 2010 and 2016. A total of 53 relevant full-text articles were eventually evaluated. Results Ultrasound (US) is an established part of algorithms used to diagnose acute appendicitis and has already replaced CT as the imaging technique of choice. The differences between SPUS and RPUS with regard to sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values (PPV, NPV) are not statistically significant. The benefit of SPUS over RPUS is the simultaneous clinical assessment of the patient by the surgeon while the sonogram is performed (sonopalpation), which can increase diagnostic accuracy even further. Radiation exposure as a result of CT could be avoided or significantly reduced through the routine use of US, which is increasingly being used and is widely available. Conclusions SPUS should be the first imaging technique used to diagnose patients with suspected appendicitis. Additional diagnosis using CT or MRI is only recommended if sonographic imaging of the appendix is impossible in combination with specific clinical and laboratory criteria. A structured diagnostic approach with obligatory use of (SP)US, as described in the diagnostic algorithm, should be used for detection of acute appendicitis.